**PHÂN I: TRẮC NGHIỆM**

Circle the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the correct answer to each of the following questions.

**Question 1:** Farmers should grow vegetables without the use of ________ to protect the environment.
A. gemstones  B. creatures  C. treasures  D. pesticides

**Question 2:** Remember the meeting will be on Wednesday ________ 8 am and 10 am.
A. on  B. in  C. between  D. at

**Question 3:** I ________ English here since I graduated from university.
A. taught  B. am teaching  C. teach  D. have taught

**Question 4:** If I were you, I ________ a new grammar English book.
A. would buy  B. buy  C. will buy  D. bought

**Question 5:** The ________ came to my house yesterday to fix the dripping faucet.
A. electrician  B. doctor  C. musician  D. plumber

**Question 6:** The car ________ he has just bought is very expensive.
A. who  B. when  C. which  D. where

**Question 7:** I arrived at the meeting on time ________ the traffic was bad yesterday.
A. although  B. and  C. because  D. so

**Question 8:** Can you ________ the light? - It’s too dark.
A. turn up  B. turn off  C. turn down  D. turn on

**Question 9:** We can ________ air pollution by planting more trees along the streets.
A. refill  B. reuse  C. reduce  D. recycle

**Question 10:** The conservationists ________ are working on the beach are from “Friends of the Earth”.
A. when  B. who  C. where  D. which

**Question 11:** Lan studies every subject very hard. ________, she won her school’s Best Student Prize this year.
A. Therefore  B. However  C. Because  D. Moreover

**Question 12:** We can conserve ________ resources by using solar energy instead of coal, oil and gas.
A. nature  B. natural  C. nature  D. naturally

**Question 13:** A funnel-shaped storm passing overland below a thunderstorm is called.
A. a cyclone  B. an earthquake  C. a tornado  D. a volcano

**Question 14:** Ba: "Why don’t we plant more trees around our school?".
Nam: "_________
A. My pleasure.  B. I’d love to.  C. Good idea.  D. Yes, please.

**Question 15:** I suggest that we ________ a concert to raise funds for the poor in our neighborhood.
A. will hold  B. should hold  C. can hold  D. must hold

**Question 16:** As he was driving ________, the police fined him.
A. careless  B. carelessly  C. carefully  D. careful
Question 17: Tet holiday is the most important ______ for Vietnamese people.
A. parade  B. decoration  C. action  D. celebration

Question 18: Nam: “That’s an excellent picture you have painted, Mai!”
Mai: “_________
A. It’s not bad  B. Not at all  C. It’s nice of you to say so  D. Congratulations

Question 19: Tuan’s parents felt very proud ______ his success at school.
A. of  B. at  C. about  D. on

Question 20: In many countries, Mother’s Day ______ on the second Sunday in May.
A. has celebrated  B. celebrates  C. is celebrating  D. is celebrated

Circle the letter A, B, C or D to show the underlined part that needs correction.

Question 21: If we keep our environment clean, we would enjoy a healthy life.
A  B  C  D

Question 22: Although Martha is a European, but she enjoys Tet holidays in Vietnam.
A  B  C  D

Question 23: The flower festival who attracts many tourists will be held in December, 2019.
A  B  C  D

Question 24: We should prepare food careful before turning on the stove.
A  B  C  D

Question 25: I’m looking forward to hear some good news from you soon.
A  B  C  D

Read the passage below and circle one correct answer (A, B, C or D) for each question.

Air pollution occurs when wastes dirty the air. People reduce most of the wastes that cause air pollution. Such wastes can be in the form of gases or particles of solid or liquid matter. These substances result chiefly from burning fuel to power motor vehicles and to heat buildings. Industrial processes and the burning of garbage also contribute to air pollution. Besides, there are other polluting substances that exist naturally in the air. They include dust, pollen, soil particles, and naturally occurring gases.

The rapid growth of population and industry and the increasing use of automobiles and airplanes have made air pollution a serious problem. The air we breathe has become so filled with pollutants that it can cause health problems. It also harms plants, animals, building materials and fabrics.

Question 26: When does air pollution happen?
A. when wastes are in the form of gases  B. when people produce wastes
C. when people reduce wastes  D. when wastes dirty the air

Question 27: What does NOT contribute to air pollution?
A. Industrial processes  B. The burning of garbage
C. The natural existence of oxygen in the air  D. Motor vehicles

Question 28: What are natural pollutants?
A. garbage  B. pollen  C. vehicles  D. industrial processes

Question 29: What hasn’t made air pollution a serious problem?
A. the growth of intelligence  B. the increasing use of automobiles
C. the rapid growth of industry  D. the rapid growth of population

Question 30: What does the word “It” in the last sentence refer to?
A. the polluted air  B. the burning material
C. the health problem  D. the plants and the animals
Circle the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from that of the rest in each of the following questions.

**Question 31:**  A. watches  
B. damages  
C. causes  
D. wastes

**Question 32:**  A. information  
B. informative  
C. forward  
D. formal

**Question 33:**  A. celebration  
B. plumber  
C. garbage  
D. bulb

**Question 34:**  A. charity  
B. channel  
C. chapter  
D. character

**Question 35:**  A. claimed  
B. occurred  
C. warned  
D. existed

Read the following passage and circle the best answer (A, B, C or D) for each of the blanks.

Almost a hundred thousand people were killed and half a million homes were destroyed as a result of an earthquake in Tokyo in 1923. The (36)__________ began a minute before noon when the inhabitants of Tokyo were cooking their midday meals. Thousands of stoves were overturned as soon as the earth (37)__________ to shake. As a result, small fires broke out everywhere and quickly spread. The fire engines were prevented (38)__________ going to help because many of the roads had cracked open. It was impossible to use fire fighting equipment as most of the water pipes had burst. Consequently, over ninety percent of the (39)__________ was caused by fire rather than by the collapse of buildings. Most of those who died were not killed in the earthquake itself but in the fires which followed. If the earthquakes had (40)__________ at night while people were sleeping, far fewer would have died.

**Question 36:**  A. earthquake  
B. tornado  
C. volcano  
D. typhoon

**Question 37:**  A. begin  
B. used to begin  
C. was beginning  
D. began

**Question 38:**  A. of  
B. to  
C. from  
D. in

**Question 39:**  A. electricity  
B. damage  
C. pollution  
D. environment

**Question 40:**  A. caught  
B. found  
C. noticed  
D. occurred

**PHÂN II: TƯ LUẬN**

Finish each of the following sentences in such a way that it is as similar as possible in meaning to the original sentence.

**Question 1:** My father is sixty, but he walks four kilometers every morning.

Although my father __________.

**Question 2:** He last saw his friend two years ago.

He hasn’t __________.

**Question 3:** Quang Hai is a skillful football player.

Quang Hai plays __________.

**Question 4:** Bring along a raincoat or you will get wet.

If __________.

**Question 5:** The student is from China. He sits next to me.

The student who __________.

**THE END.**
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